Ultrafast charge-transfer-to-solvent dynamics of iodide in tetrahydrofuran. 2. Photoinduced electron transfer to counterions in solution.
The excited states of atomic anions in liquids are bound only by the polarization of the surrounding solvent. Thus, the electron-detachment process following excitation to one of these solvent-bound states, known as charge-transfer-to-solvent (CTTS) states, provides a useful probe of solvent structure and dynamics. These transitions and subsequent relaxation dynamics also are influenced by other factors that alter the solution environment local to the CTTS anion, including the presence of cosolutes, cosolvents, and other ions. In this paper, we examine the ultrafast CTTS dynamics of iodide in liquid tetrahydrofuran (THF) with a particular focus on how the solvent dynamics and the CTTS electron-ejection process are altered in the presence of various counterions. In weakly polar solvents such as THF, iodide salts can be strongly ion-paired in solution; the steady-state UV-visible absorption spectroscopy of various iodide salts in liquid THF indicates that the degree of ion-pairing changes from strong to weak to none as the counterion is switched from Na+ to tetrabutylammonium (t-BA+) to crown-ether-complexed Na+, respectively. In our ultrafast experiments, we have excited the I- CTTS transition of these various iodide salts at 263 nm and probed the dynamics of the CTTS-detached electrons throughout the visible and near-IR. In the previous paper of this series (Bragg, A. E.; Schwartz, B. J. J. Phys. Chem. B 2008, 112, 483-494), we found that for "counterion-free" I- (obtained by complexing Na+ with a crown ether) the CTTS electrons were ejected approximately 6 nm from their partner iodine atoms, the result of significant nonadiabatic coupling between the CTTS excited state and extended electronic states supported by the naturally existing solvent cavities in liquid THF, which also serve as pre-existing electron traps. In contrast, for the highly ion-paired NaI/THF system, we find that approximately 90% of the CTTS electrons are "captured" by a nearby Na+ to form (Na+, e-)THF "tight-contact pairs" (TCPs), which are chemically and spectroscopically distinct from both solvated neutral sodium atoms and free solvated electrons. A simple kinetic model is able to reproduce the details of the electron capture process, with 63% of the electrons captured quickly in approximately 2.3 ps, 26% captured diffusively in approximately 63 ps, and the remaining 11% escaping out into the solution on subnanosecond time scales. We also find that the majority of the CTTS electrons are ejected to within 1 or 2 nm of the Na+. This demonstrates that the presence of the nearby cation biases the relocalization of CTTS-generated electrons from I- in THF, changing the nonadiabatic coupling to the extended, cavity-supported electronic states in THF to produce a much tighter distribution of electron-ejection distances. In the case of the more loosely ion-paired t-BA+-I-/THF system, we find that only 10-15% of the CTTS-ejected electrons associate with t-BA+ to form "loose-contact pairs" (LCPs), which are characterized by a much weaker interaction between the electron and cation than occurs in TCPs. The formation of (t-BA+, e-)THF LCPs is characterized by a Coulombically induced blue shift of the free eTHF- spectrum on a approximately 5-ps time scale. We argue that the weaker interaction between t-BA+ and the parent I- results in little change to the CTTS-ejection process, so that only those electrons that happen to localize in the vicinity of t-BA+ are captured to form LCPs. Finally, we interpret the correlation between electron capture yield and counterion-induced perturbation of the I- CTTS transition as arising from changes in the distribution of ion-pair separations with cation identity, and we discuss our results in the context of relevant solution conductivity measurements.